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I love San Francisco, living here for 33 years. I am still amazed at its beauty and its 
incredible mix of cultures and communities. In the last few years, photography has helped 
me to see the City anew. I have tried to capture some of the wonder that I feel and hope 
that others can feel when viewing my photographs. Although they are of common and 
unfamiliar San Francisco sights I think that I brought to them my inspired vision. 

I have come to see that I, and perhaps other photographers, am in part a solitary individual. 
I enjoy my own company and my thoughts. For me the night also seems to fit this nature.  
I'm drawn to  night photography. My body works best at night and find making 
photography at night to be exciting. Since coming here in the late 1970's, I have many 
memories of walking around San Francisco after dark, especially the SOMA, Haight, 
Mission and Castro neighborhoods. The cold night air of San Francisco along deserted 
streets has an visceral appeal to me. Walking and searching the nighttime streets seem part 
of my adult life. The often quiet and vacant spaces allow me to imagine photographs that I 
can create. 

At sunset, the City changes. Colors are more vivid, Things can happen. People meet in the 
shadows. Occasionally a chill might run through me as I walk the darkened streets. In the 
evening, solitude might be broken by the passing of a stranger or a car speeding by. There 
is a tension at night between light and darkness, fear and wonder, excitement and stillness, 
the search for love and excitement. All is possible, we drop the roles we live during the day 
and become something different at night. 

This show has different types of image.  There are places that the casual observer might 
encounter, the neon, lights, graffiti, street art and some less common sights. I hope that you 
enjoy these images as much as I did creating them. 

• An exhibit by Grahame Perry
• September 13 - October 2, 2012

• Opening reception: Wed., September 
13, 5:30pm-8:30pm. 

• Gallery Obscura 
City College of San Francisco
Visual Arts building 160
50 Phelan Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112
415.239.3422

• For directions see 
http://www.ccsf.edu/info/Map/

• For more information about Grahame 
Perry Photography, go to 
www.GPerryPhotos.com 
or email  gperry_photos.@me.com
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Technique and Technical Information

Creating night photography, you have a lot of things going on, long exposure, different colors lighting, very bright and very dark places, 
sometimes you’re not even sure what is in the dark, not sure how the sky will appear, trying to avoid things moving through the image 
during your exposures.  

I’ve noticed that my night shoots go for several hours where I shoot many subject until my batteries or myself run out of power. Afterward, it 
takes a long time to work these digital captures into the results that allow the final images to come together. There are often many different 
paths that the photographs can take. Often I have to step away from the interim images and see which ones continue to stick in my mind. 

In both panoramic images displayed in the show, I’ve taken much photographed buildings and probably one of the landmarks (The Ferry 
Building) that represents San Francisco and portrayed it in a unique way.

The second panoramic image, the Defenstration building is a interesting art project in the SOMA district off of the engaging yet somewhat 
rough Sixth Street. Over the years I’ve been up and down this street for many reason (most recently to buy art supplies for the show). I’ve 
always wanted to capture the uniqueness and beauty of this building. Standing in the street, I could see that I wanted to capture both the 
painting and graffiti on the lower parts of the building, the dilapidated architecture as well as the flying furniture and bright lights. Tying it all 
together and capturing a much photographed yet eccentric San Francisco monument. 

For me, HDRI, high dynamic range imaging - is a valuable technique that I like to use especially at night since it expands the range of the 
lighting (from the lightest and to the darkest areas) that can be captured in a photograph. HDRI (or HDR) has to be done in a way that still 
makes the photo believable. It takes some time creating HDR images before you figure out what types of images do well using this 
technique and how to make it look natural. What I like is that HDR can allow the camera to capture more of what the eye sees.

Panoramic images are another obsession of mine. I’ve always liked a wide photographic vision. Early on I mainly used a 28mm. Since 
taking up digital, I’ve been able to use wide angle zooms as well as employing panoramic techniques. Combining multiple images, both 
capture what i can see (a wider angle) or what I can’t normally see (like a 300º viewpoint). While I  love panoramic image, they present a lot 
of challenges capturing, stitching, printing, mounting and displaying the images. 

For my show, the two panoramic images are printed about 250% bigger than what I’ve previous worked with. I wanted to see the effect of 
having them printed large and the effect on the resolution of the final print. Would it make the images more intense or would they start to fall 
apart? I wouldn’t know until I have the picture printed and delivered. 

Both of the images combine panoramic and HDR photography. So I am blending exposure and stitching panoramic shots together. The 
Defenstration panorama is from 6 HDR’d files taken from 30 raw files. The Ferry building image is made from 10 HDR shots which 
combines 30 RAW images.  This photograph is about 300º wide so what I get is something that I could only see in my head. Ironically, the 
Ferry Building was the last image that I created after a long evening of shooting (about 8 hours) and I drained the very last of my batteries 
while trying to complete this shot. 
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The tools that help me to make my photographs are my Olympus E-30 camera and (mostly) my 12-60mm lens, my tripod is my best tool 
that I have. Understanding how my camera lets me vary the exposures (both manually or automatically) is important with HDR and  
panoramic shots. 

I use Lightroom 4 for basic photo management and simple modifications. While there are options for both panoramic and hdr in Photoshop 
CS4/5/6, i think the standalone programs for these functions allow more control and better results. My go-to program for panoramic is 
PTGui Pro which is a pretty dense software but allows you to experiment and refine what your results are. For HDR, I tend to use 
Photomatix Pro which also allows many different presets and further controls of those presets. Often I do additional tuning to the image in 
Photoshop (and Lightroom) adding back things like contrast for realism and for preparing the output for printing. 

Printing and Mounting and Unity of Images

In printing the photographs, I’ve used metal prints and metallic papers for the first time to print all of the images. The initial large (20x24) 
images were metal prints (images on aluminum) . My feeling was that this would portray my night images in the most striking way but one 
that emphasizes the vivid colors of the night which shine and glow. 

The second section of photographs were made up of a montage of smaller prints (6x6 to 10x12) output on metallic paper and flush 
mounted on plywood. This hopes to achieve a similar effect with both metal and paper prints. I am really very pleased with the vibrance of 
both methods and also love the way that it enhances the look and feel of my night photography.  

The third type of image in the show that I have wanted to exhibit is that of my panoramic night photographs. This has meant tackling the 
technical challenges of printing and framing large and wide panoramic photographs. These images can be have dimensions of 1:3 so you 
have print a large enough so that you can appreciate the level of detail in the photograph. The prints are 48”x16”. I had these printed via 
Bay Photo which offers several options for wide panoramic shots and had a metallic paper option. I also mounted on gatorboard which has 
rigidity, is lightweight and allows the later option for traditional framing. The metallic paper and borderless mounting ties together with the 
rest of the show. 

Tying it with Social Media 

All of these images were found initially n my Blurb book, The Night in San Francisco, and there are a significant number of images in the 
show. What i like about Blurb is the ability to layout a book and experiment with how to present your work. I also like how it allows you 
access to publishing your work and how it ties into other online tools.  

I’m a big fan of using Facebook as a platform to share my work with my extended spectrum of friends and acquaintances. My show was 
advertised to both my personal friends as well as the fans of my professional page, Grahame Perry Photography @ http://
www.FaceBook.com/SFPhotoArts.  I also placed information about the show on other platforms (Twitter, Pinterest, 500px.com, Tumblr, and  
LinkedIn) as well as on my website www.GrahamePerryPhotography.com. Postcards for the event tie in with the publicity used online. 
These cards were distributed at several local art, photo and retail businesses as well as on campus. While I recognize some of the problems 
inherent in sharing on social media, I think that it lets me reach out to people in ways that are difficult to do otherwise. I also think that this 
allows my work to affect others and be noticed by people in more ways than I realize. I also think that social media is one of the channels of 
communication that is vital for visual artists today. 
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